
No Exit Teach The Class 

Vivid Green Sofa 

 Who was originally supposed to have this couch, and who ended up with it?  How 

does this characterize both characters? Estelle – Garcin.  Estelle is concerned 

about appearance, Garcin does not care about silly things like aesthetic. 

 In giving up the sofa, does one character display a behavior that existentialists 

would frown upon?  What would existentialists call this type of behavior?  Why 

would Sartre write characters that behave this way (what is his claim)? Garcin 

displays Bad Faith in giving up the sofa.  Sofa makes these horrible characters 

act in Bad Faith to show that we should strive to be different, and also they are in 

hell so acting in Bad Faith is obviously bad. 

 The color green has a common meaning, what is this meaning and how might it 

complicate/develop the characters in this play?  In your opinion, did Sartre 

purposefully make the couch green to convey this meaning?  How might this 

relate to existentialism?  Green typically means jealousy.  Jealous is a bad quality 

according to Sartre because you are basing your life off of other people, you are 

not Being-For-Itself you are Being-For-Others.  Also relates to Dasein because 

we are living in relation to others.  This is unavoidable but we should recognize 

others presence and try not to let it influence us – all three characters fail to do 

this. 

 

Claret Sofa 

 Whose sofa is this?  Does it ever change possession, and what does this tell us 

about the character who sat here first? Inez.  Never changes possession, shows 

that Inez is not influenced by the other two and also shows Estelle’s immediate 

need to get Garcin’s attention.  Inez is constantly sitting on her sofa, showing that 

she knows firmly who she is and why she is there – she is self aware. 

 Inez says to Estelle, “[…] pay me a visit dear.  Here‟s a place for you on my sofa” 

(Sartre 19).  Is Inez just being nice or does she have ulterior motives?  How might 

the color of this sofa relate to her motives? Inez wants Estelle.  Red relates to love 

and lust, which is the purpose behind this action. 

 What existentialist-termed behaviors are Inez and Estelle displaying in this 

situation?  Estelle acts in Bad Faith by letting Inez literally “create” her.  Also 

relates to De Beauvoir’s “Gaze of the Other” because of the allusion to eyes.   

 On any set of “No Exit,” including the one in the attached piece of literary 

criticism, the three sofas face each other.  However, this is never explicitly stated 

in the play – why is it natural to set the couches this way and what does Sartre 

prove by excluding this detail (relate to existentialism)? Show picture.  We cannot 

escape others (daesin).  People are social and it natural to face others.  It is also 

natural to assume that the Valet (or whoever makes the rules in hell) would set 

the scene this way to optimize maximum interaction and therefore maximize 

torture.  Gives us an idea that Sartre sharess the belief that “Hell is other 

people.” 

 

 

 



Third Sofa and Mirrors 

 Whose sofa is this, and what does it being „colorless‟ tell readers about that 

character? Garcin.  He lacks a quality the other two do not have, possibility 

ability for strong emotion.   

 Who else likes this sofa and why does she like it (why does she say she likes it vs. 

why does she actually like it)?  Estelle because she wants Garcin, she is flirting.  

She uses the couch as a way to draw attention to herself.  Here, Sartre is using the 

furniture to characterize Estelle as a flirt, yet another unattractive quality. 

 What is the point of having sofas at all?  Isn‟t hell supposed to be horrible, not 

comfortable? The real hell comes from other people.  Relates to absurdity – it is 

pointless to have comfort because they will be tortured forever. 

 See attached literary criticism.  There are no mirrors in hell.  What does this force 

characters to do, and how does this relate to existentialism?  Why would these set 

designers choose to place a stack of mirrors outside of the room on their set?  Do 

you think this takes away from the existentialist meaning?  Base their ideas of 

themselves on other people – Bad Faith/Being-For-Others.  They are likely just 

highlighting the gravity of this aspect of the set in the way it affects the characters 

actions and proves Sartre’s main claim that we should strive to make our own 

identities.  I think it adds to the meaning because it highlights this aspect of the 

set. 

 

Paper Knife and Bronze Ornament 

 Who says, “I‟m looking at this thing and I understand that I‟m in hell” (Sartre 

45)? How does simply looking at the ornament bring this character to this 

revelation?  Garcin realizes the futility of his situation (absurdity) because he, like 

the bronze ornament, can never change. 

 The bronze ornament is immovable, but Garcin tries to move it despite this, what 

existentialist term might this represent?  How does the presence of this 

existentialist thread develop the meaning of the story?  Absurdity, brings in the 

key tenet of existentialism that life is pointless but we should struggle anyway. 

 See attached literary criticism.  How would the bronze ornament being a cupid 

statue change the tone of the play?  Would it draw attention away from the 

existentialist aspect? Yes it might make it too much about love and desire (ie. Inez 

desire for Estelle, E for G, G for I). 

 

Doors and Windows 

 At first, the door seems unable to be opened, but Garcin opens it eventually.  How 

come the door opens at this point?  Why doesn‟t Garcin leave when he has the 

chance?  What existentialist-termed behavior does Garcin represent by refusing to 

leave?  The door opens because whoever is in charge knows that Garcin won’t 

leave – doing so would be futile (absurdity) because he needs Inez’ approval 

(Being-For-Others).   

 Estelle suggests that Garcin push Inez out and shut the door (page 45) but Garcin 

refuses, what does this suggest that Garcin is finally beginning to realize?  He is 

beginning to realize that everything they do is pointless.   



 See attached literary criticism.  Does the original title give the play a different 

feel?  Does the play seem more/less existentialist with the title “No Exit”? (This is 

your opinion!) Yes because it gives an idea of secrecy.  I think no exit is better 

because it’s relates directly to absurdity. 

 There are no windows, so the characters have no connection to the outside world.  

Why would Sartre choose to design the set this way?  How does this relate to 

existentialism?  He is trying to say that we live in a world where we are forced to 

interact, and that we should realize this and not let people affect us too much. 


